
Lush Logo Design Questionnaire 

1- what is the name of  your company and how long have 
you been established? 
!"#$%&#'()*+(,'+($-(.$/0(10,#2(,33$%4(5+()$(6$#4&2+0()*+(4).3+(&#(%*&6*(7833(4),0)()*+(
2+4&'#49:(%&33(.$/(%,#)(6$#)+5;$0,0.($0(2$(.$/(%,#)()$(+5;*,4&4+()*+(*+0&),'+(#,)/0+($-(
.$/0(10,#2<(

(

2- which words in the company name do you want to emphasise? 
4$5+(6$5;,#&+4(3&"+(=$/>/1+(4*$%(*$%(+--+6)&?+(&)(6,#(1+()$(*&'*3&'*)(;,0)($-(,(6$5;,#.84(#,5+(&#()*+&0(3$'$:()*&#"(
,1$/)()*&4(+,03.($#(4$(.$/(6,#(,22(&)(,4(,#($;)&$#(.$/(%$/32(3&"+()0.(&)($/):@(

(

3- if  you could describe your business in one word, what would it be & why? 
)*&4(A/+4)&$#(5,.(6*,33+#'+(.$/(1/)(&)(%&33('&?+(5+(,('$$2(5+),;*$0()$(5,)6*(.$/0(3$'$(,',&#4):@(

(

4- do you have a strap line/slogan you'd like to include in your logo? 
&-(4$B(;3+,4+(,22(.$/0(43$',#(1+3$%C(

No   Yes !;3+,4+(%0&)+(1+3$%C9(

Slogan: 

5- if  you would like a slogan i can show you options with or without so we can 
both decide which direction is best. 

yes please    no thank you 
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6- what age group of  customers are you trying to target? 
1.(3+))&#'(5+("#$%()*&4B(7(6,#(1/&32(,(;&6)/0+($-(%*,)(+3+5+#)4(4/&)()*+4+(,'+('0$/;4($?+0($)*+04:(

(

7- can you describe the main attributes of  your company and what 
distinguishes you from other companies in your field? 
;3+,4+(+D;,#2($#(%*,)(5,"+4()*&4(1/4&#+44(/#&A/+<()*&4(%&33(,44&4)()$(+D;3$0+(,#2(6*,33+#'+(5.4+3-(%&)*(-/0)*+0(2+4&'#4:(

(

8- what three attributes would you like your target audience to think of  when 
they see your new logo? 

1      2      3 

(

9- who are your competitors and what do you think about their logos? 
;3+,4+(+5,&3(,#.(6$5;+)&)$0(3$'$4(.$/(5,.(*,?+(-$0(0+4+,06*(;/0;$4+4($#3.:(

 

10- what colours do you want (or not want) to be used in your logo? 
;3+,4+(4+#2(5+(,(6$3$/0(;,3+))+($0(&5,'+(%&)*()*+4+(6$3$/04(%&)*&#(4$(,33$%(5+()$(4+)(.$/0(2+4&'#(6$3$/0()*+5+:(

(
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11- what would you prefer the logo to contain? 
)+D)($#3.B(3$'$4()*,)(&#6$0;$0,)+(,('0,;*&6(&#)$()*+(2+4&'#(!4/6*(,4(E,"+(F(G&4*9B(3$'$4()*,)(*,?+(,(4+;,0,)+(&6$#(!4/6*(
,4(>H79($0(3$'$4()*,)(,0+(2+4&'#+2(&#)$(,(4+,3($0(60+4)(!4/6*(,4(I),01/6"4($0(J$046*+9:(

(

12- what do you intend to do with your logo and where do you intend to 
display the product? 
K$0(+D,5;3+(,(%+14&)+B(4$6&,3(5+2&,B(1/4&#+44(6,024B(63$)*&#'B(;0$5$)&$#,3(5+06*,#2&4+B(4&'#,'+(,#2(;0&#)(5,)+0&,3:(

;3+,4+()&6"(,66$02&#'3.((
website  social media  business cards  clothing   

signage promotional merchandise  print material  other 

&-($)*+0B(;3+,4+(4;+6&-.L(

13- if  you have an existing logo, do you wish to keep any elements of  it in the 
redesign? 
;3+,4+(-$0%,02($0&'&#,3(3$'$()$(5+(%&)*&#(,#(+5,&3:(

YES     NO 
;3+,4+(+5,&3($0&'&#,3(3$'$( ( ( ;3+,4+(+5,&3($0&'&#,3(3$'$(-$0(0+4+,06*(;/0;$4+4($#3.:(

14- do you have any ideas of  your own for your logo?  
7-(4$B(;3+,4+(+5,&3(,#.(3$'$4(.$/(0+,33.(3&"+()*+(3$$"(,#2(%*.:((

 

15- when is your deadline for this logo to be finished by? 

Date:
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https://www.make-a-wish.org.uk/

